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trials have consistently withered the dividing line between health and illness, meaning
that the differences between disease-management and risk-prevention have become more
difficult to ascertain. Although, as Dumit notes, physicians initially abhorred the practice
of ‘medicine by statistics’, they gradually came to rely less on clinical experience in favour
of the so-called ‘hard numbers’.
This note, on physicians’ involvement in this process, reflects a greater trend in the
historiography on pharmaceuticals as a whole. One of the major contributions of Dumit
(and others) is the demonstration of the fact that the pharmaceutical industry is only one
actor in the wider processes that reshaped conceptions of health and medicine in the past
fifty years. The recent scholarship, this book included, has done a marvellous job drawing
out the complexities and acknowledging the other parties privy to this process, including
physicians, patients, health insurance agencies, and many others.
Finally, the author presents the conclusion in the format of FAQs which succinctly
respond to many of the follow-up questions that will have likely popped into the reader’s
mind. The answers serve to reinforce some of the book’s central tenets, namely that the
concept of ‘health [has been] utterly decoupled from anything experiential’ (p. 123) and
that ‘[r]isk no longer has any sense of probability about it. . . rather, risk is a measurably
bad condition that one has now’ (p. 127).
It is difficult to find much reason to criticise the book, although some historians
may be slightly put off by the chapters that draw upon anthropological theory. On the
whole, however, this book should be welcomed as a useful contribution to the expanding
scholarship on the history and sociology of pharmaceuticals in the post-war period,
providing a good overview on the subject to new readers and some novel insights to those
more familiar with the pharmaceutical story.
Mat Savelli
Chemical Heritage Foundation
doi:10.1017/mdh.2013.24

L. Stephen Jacyna and Stephen T. Casper (eds), The Neurological Patient in History
(Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 2012), pp. 274, $75.00, hardback,
ISBN: 9781580464123.
This volume addresses what has become in recent years an important subject in the history
of medicine: the patient. A quarter of a century after Roy Porter’s plea for a medical
‘history from below’ focusing on patients, the editors tackle this ‘curiously underwritten’
(p. 6) history. The value of this volume for illuminating this topic is in part due to the fact
that it takes as its subject the neurological patient. In their introduction, which offers a
nuanced discussion of the scholarship on the patient in medical history and will be useful
in graduate and advanced undergraduate courses on the history of medicine, Casper and
Jacyna suggest that the neurological patient is not only ‘highly representative of all medical
patients’ (p. 10), but also seems to magnify certain central aspects of patienthood. But
while ‘neurological’, the emphasis is clearly on ‘patient’; the volume is marked by the
absence of brain talk which, as Max Stadler notes in his intelligent commentary, opens up
the space to think about patients and the medical encounter in all their historical richness,
to emphasise ‘bodily expression and performance. . . of the theatrical and ritualistic in the
lives of the neurological patient’ (p. 228).
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Any work dealing with the ‘patient’ has to address questions of epistemology, and
Roger Cooter, in his illuminating essay, argues that the concept of the patient has not yet
been sufficiently problematised. Porter himself deployed the ‘patient’ as a self-evident
and natural category, ironically at a time when it was undergoing a transformation;
further, doctors and historians (those assembled in the volume included) remain caught in
ideology, their histories embedded in broader narratives and frameworks, which determine
their accounts of the patient. Cooter’s remarks are important and to the point. Yet he
gives perhaps too much credence to the solidity and all-encompassing nature of these
ideologies. For it is the great merit of this volume that it shows how different concepts of
the patient, what we could call different forms of ‘patienthood’, molded in various ways
the relationships between doctor, patient and historian. The concept of the patient is not
necessarily an ideological screen that eclipses the patient, but rather what offers and shapes
our access to them.
The concept of patienthood that is most effective at silencing the patient is the one
portrayed in Ellen Dwyers’ essay on epilepsy research in 1920/30s America: the patients
Dwyers presents are rendered passive in at times invasive epilepsy experiments. These
patients never disrupt or burst through to the medical discourse about them. Howard
Kushner’s essay, written in a comparably activist tone to Dwyer, makes a similar point
about the limits to the physician’s empathy and therapeutic possibilities. But through the
vivid portrayals of historical and present patients with Tourette’s syndrome, Kushner aims
to bypass the doctor’s often dismissive attitude and open up the possibility of hearing the
patient’s voice. In contrast to Dwyer and Kushner, Stephen Casper shows how certain
concepts of patienthood allowed, even required, the patient to speak. In his reconstruction
of the neurological exam, creatively using the neglected medical literature of the textbook,
Casper shows how it led the doctor to listen closely to the patient’s narrative and observe
rigorously the patient’s body, in order to account for the illness.
Katrina Gatley’s and Paul Foley’s chapters demonstrate the value of neurological
disease for understanding particular constructions of the patient. For Gatley, neurological
patienthood becomes enabling through the way in which it allowed a patient with
disseminated sclerosis in late nineteenth century Cambridge to recruit his spouse as a
neurological caregiver and advocate. The disease provided explanations and excuses for
behaviour that was otherwise not intelligible. Similarly, Paul Foley, in his historical study
of the encephalitis lethargica (EL) patient, shows how the coexistence of neurological and
psychiatric symptoms in the condition raised the status of the patients. EL patients were
considered an opportunity to study human psychology and its impairments because their
introspective reports were valued more highly than those by psychiatric patients.
The remaining essays show how despite and sometimes because of their patienthood,
patients were able to find spaces for self-expression. The new disease entity of aphasia
in Marjorie Perlman Lorch’s study, at least in principle, gave agency to the patients by
introducing the distinction between mental soundness and speech disorder, a distinction
that contributed to debates about testamentary capacity to the patients’ benefit. Similarly,
we witness how neurological disease facilitated the construction of self-image in Stephen
Jacyna’s perceptive essay. The ‘psychasthenic’ English poet Robert Nichols was able to
use his patienthood to develop a knowledge of psychology and rehearse a vocabulary of
inwardness that had a marked influence on his self-understanding. Jacyna shows how a
particular neurological disorder provided resources for Nichols to construct a concept of
the patient as an aesthetic subject. Far from being determined by patienthood here we see
how patient experience could help constitute it.
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A similar reconstruction of patienthood can be seen in Jesse Ballenger’s contribution.
Discussing the politics of Alzheimer’s Disease, Ballenger’s patients emerge perhaps as the
most unstable and unpredictable in the volume. His patients take up public roles, speaking
up for themselves and other patients with the condition as authors of autobiographies or in
advocacy roles. As Ballenger beautifully shows, these patients found ways to assert their
compromised rationality in a culture that remained wedded to narrow concepts of reason.
The variety of patient concepts on offer in this volume, the different ways in which they
function both for mediating the relationship between doctor and patient and for shaping the
patient’s profile in the world, marks it as a particularly important contribution to the field;
it is a must-read for any scholar interested in the history of medicine, the mind sciences
and subjectivity.
Katja Guenther
Princeton University, USA
doi:10.1017/mdh.2013.25

Jacques Jouanna, edited by Philip van der Eijk, translated by Neil Allies, Greek
Medicine from Hippocrates to Galen: Selected Papers, Studies in Ancient Medicine 40
(Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2012), pp. xix, 403, e146/$203, hardback, ISBN:
978-90-04-20859-9.
For anyone studying ancient Greek medicine, Jacques Jouanna’s monograph Hippocrates
is indispensable for its scholarliness, knowledge and readability. Similar qualities suffuse
the present volume, which has been compiled with the dual aim of making a selection
of Jouanna’s papers available for the first time in English and highlighting key strands in
scholarship on ancient medicine. The chronological scope of both subject matter (classical
Greece to the Byzantine period) and original publication dates (1980–2008) is wide, so
that both the breadth and the depth of Jouanna’s knowledge and interests are showcased,
though a special affinity with Hippocratic matters is evident throughout. Philip van der
Eijk has helpfully arranged the material (selected in consultation with Jouanna) in three
parts: one, setting classical Greek medicine in its historical, literary and cultural context;
two, covering aspects of Hippocratic medicine and their relationship with philosophical
thought; and three, analysing the reception of Hippocratic medicine in Galen and late
antiquity.
Chapter 1 shows how Greek medicine was influenced by the Egyptians, and discusses
the Hellenocentrism that subsequently downplayed that influence. Delving into medicine’s
origins while simultaneously introducing the idea of Galen’s selective refashioning of
history, it is a neat scene-setter. ‘Champollion never had the opportunity to decipher a
medical papyrus’ must also be among the more arresting opening sentences to grace
a scholarly collection. The next chapter highlights the validity of medical metaphor in
Athenian politics of the later fifth century, as evidenced by the ‘remarkable agreement’
between Thucydides and Regimen in Acute Diseases on the problem of change and habit,
while Chapter 3 explains the relevance of the Hippocratic lectures and discourses to
understanding the development of rhetoric in the fifth century. Jouanna’s conclusion, that
these oral works were composed by doctors who were orators rather than vice versa, is
backed up with some telling points about the value of rhetoric to a doctor who wanted to
succeed. The benefits of examining medical history in its cultural context are confirmed
by a trio of chapters, two on tragedy and one on religion, addressing the apparently
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